Your partner throughout the life of the project.

Our teams offer over 20 years of experience in financing and managing projects in the infrastructure sector. We manage a portfolio of European transactions, covering a wide range of sectors including social infrastructure, accommodation and education, blue light, water, energy, street lighting and rolling stock.

Our Portfolio Management teams operate from Hanover and London and provide expert project finance knowledge as well as language skills to cover different jurisdictions in Europe.

Working with our colleagues in Agency, we will be one of your main contact points throughout the life of the loan, dealing with day to day business and all credit related queries.

While we are responsible for the ongoing monitoring of the loan post Financial Close, we also work alongside our Infrastructure Origination team in the financial structuring phase. This allows us to gain a real understanding of your individual business needs and to offer support and assistance where necessary.
Team Portfolio Management (Group 1) – London

Left to right: Janis Wallis, Yannick Schreiber, Stephen Beere, Anh Do-Richard, Sabrina Rother, Julian Schwartz, Philippa Moss, Davina Haut

Janis Wallis
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7972 6428
janis.wallis@nordlb.com

Yannick Schreiber
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7972 5451
yannick.schreiber@nordlb.com

Stephen Beere
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7972 6421
stephen.beere@nordlb.com

Anh Do-Richard
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7972 5425
anh.do-richard@nordlb.com

Sabrina Rother
European Head
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7972 6315
sabrina.rother@nordlb.com

Julian Schwartz
Group Head
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7972 5434
julian.schwartz@nordlb.com

Philippa Moss
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7972 5459
philippa.moss@nordlb.com

Davina Haut
Phone: +44 (0) 20 7972 5448
davina.haut@nordlb.com

Team Portfolio Management (Group 2) – Hanover

Left to right: Tabea von Rechenberg, Robert Saft, Mona Schramme, Katja Fischer, Eva-Maria Lompa, Andrea Weber, Maria Tsyplakova

Tabea von Rechenberg
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 4634
tabea.rechenberg@nordlb.de

Robert Saft
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 2691
robert.saft@nordlb.de

Mona Schramme
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 5569
mona.schramme@nordlb.de

Katja Fischer
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 6550
katja.fischer@nordlb.de

Eva-Maria Lompa
Group Head
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 5054
eva-maria.lompa@nordlb.de

Andrea Weber
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 4824
andrea.weber@nordlb.de

Maria Tsyplakova
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 5051
maria.tsyplakova@nordlb.de

Team Portfolio Management (Group 3) – Hanover

Left to right: Alexander Poch, Constantin Rohrbach, Antje Porsche, Thomas Bernsen, Andrea Booth, Ulrike Looft, Alexander Poch, Constantin Rohrbach, Antje Porsche, Thomas Bernsen, Andrea Booth, Ulrike Looft

Alexander Poch
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 5417
alexander.poch@nordlb.de

Constantin Rohrbach
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 4586
costin.rohrbach@nordlb.de

Antje Porsche
European Head
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 6348
antje.porsche@nordlb.de

Thomas Bernsen
Group Head
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 9980
thomas.bernsen@nordlb.de

Andrea Booth
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 0889
andrea.booth@nordlb.de

Ulrike Looft
Phone: +49 (0) 511 361 2447
ulrike.loodt@nordlb.de

Team Portfolio Management

without picture:

Regula Hundertmark
Phone: + 49 (0) 511 361 4997
regula.hundertmark@nordlb.de

Corinna Reinicke
Phone: + 49 (0) 511 361 5888
corinna.reinicke@nordlb.de

Frank Jadanowski
Phone: + 49 (0) 511 361 4366
frank.jadanowski@nordlb.de

Colita Reinicke
Phone: + 49 (0) 511 361 5561
colita.reinicke@nordlb.de

Frank Jadanowski
Phone: + 49 (0) 511 361 4366
frank.jadanowski@nordlb.de
Our teams offer over 20 years of experience in financing and managing projects in the infrastructure sector. We manage a portfolio of European transactions, covering a wide range of sectors including social infrastructure, accommodation and education, blue light, water/waste, street lighting and rolling stock.

Our Portfolio Management teams operate from Hanover and London and provide expert project finance knowledge as well as language skills to cover different jurisdictions in Europe.

Working with our colleagues in Agency, we will be one of your main contact points throughout the life of the loan, dealing with day to day business and all credit related queries.

While we are responsible for the ongoing monitoring of the loan post Financial Close, we also work alongside our Infrastructure Origination team in the financial structuring phase. This allows us to gain a real understanding of your individual business needs and to offer support and assistance where necessary.
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